In order to address the signalling overhead and resource allocation problems of Machineto-Machine (M2M) communications with non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), we propose a hybrid non-orthogonal random access and data transmission (NORA-DT) scheme. A novel design of NORA-DT protocol for M2M communications in cellular networks is firstly proposed. A power back-off scheme is introduced to adjust machine-type communications device (MTCD)'s target arrived power, and a closed-form analytic formula for the relation of MTCD's transmission power is derived. Based on the transmission power relation, the devices are clustered into a set of NOMA clusters. In the hybrid NORA-DT protocol, the cluster center MTCD transmits a extended preamble on behalf of the MTCDs in the same NOMA cluster on the physical random access channel (PRACH) for connection request. Base station (BS) can perfectly detect the preamble collisions in advance and schedules physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) only to the NOMA clusters without collision. Then the MTCDs in the same NOMA clusters transmit data packets right after preamble transmission on the PUSCH to reduce the signalling overhead. By finding the optimal power allocation, we propose a low-complexity energy efficiency maximization problem for NORA-DT scheme. Due to the relation of MTCD's transmission power, we transform the problem into the function of cluster center MTCD's transmission power and solve it by difference of convex (DC) programming under the maximum transmission power constraints and minimum rate requirements at the MTCDs. A computationally efficient adaptive resource allocation scheme is finally proposed to improve the system throughput and resource usage. The optimal resource allocation between PRACH and PUSCH for any number of MTCDs can be learned by BS in advance, which avoids frequent computation. The analytic model is validated by simulation results. We demonstrate that the proposed NORA-DT scheme can significantly improve the system throughput, resource efficiency and energy efficiency performance.
procedure is identified as a key step for initial access [8] . It is known that in conventional RA procedure, a MTCD transmits a preamble on the physical random access channel (PRACH) in the first step of RA procedure to inform the base station (BS) of its connection request. However, massive connections bring preamble collisions on PRACH, which seriously increase the network congestion and decreases the capacity of cellular network access.
Several studies mainly focus on conventional orthogonal access methods to alleviate the preamble collision and improve the capacity of access [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . There have been some orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques, e.g. orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), is adopted in the long term evolution (LTE) systems, where each resource block (RB) serves one MTCD to keep MTCD's orthogonality [15] . However, the continuous expansion of MTCDs still results in a shortage problem of radio resources. Due to the the scarcity of spectrum, how to improve the network access capacity is essentially a problem of how to make more efficient use of the radio resource.
As a key technology in 5G wireless communications, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) can simultaneously enable multiple users to transmit in the same channels by splitting different users in the power domain, which yields a significant gain in spectrum efficiency [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This favorable character makes NOMA to be a promising access solution for supporting the massive MTCDs in cellular enabled M2M networks. To the best of our knowledge, recent studies on NOMA mainly focus on performance analysis of data transmission process. In practical networks such as LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) and future 5G networks, the introduction and realization of NOMA in the RA process could be very challenging.
B. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
As in MTC networks, the traffic generated at uplink is heavier, the focus of this section is on the existing works that deploy NOMA for uplink scenarios. Resource allocation in NOMA systems is more challenging than that in OMA systems since power allocation among paired users needs to be carefully optimized to mitigate the co-channel interference among these users. The resource allocation in the NOMA-enabled communication network has been well studied in the literature.
In the light of different applications of NOMA, several allocation schemes have been summarized and suggested. Choi [21] propose a power allocation algorithm for coded uplink NOMA in a multicarrier system to enlarge the system throughput under the constraints of code word error probability. Mostafa et al. [22] propose a power-domain uplink NOMA scheme for narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) systems to overcome the challenge of providing connectivity to a large number of IoT devices. Tan et al. [23] investigate a dedicated millimeter-wave-based hybrid energy harvesting mechanism with NOMA transmission to increase network throughput. Liu et al. [24] investigate a joint power allocation and user scheduling scheme for Device-to-Device(D2D) communications-enabled heterogeneous networks with NOMA to maximize the ergodic sum rate of small-cell near users. To analyze the performance of the NOMA scheme, the outage performance and the achievable sum data rate are theoretically analyzed [25] [26] [27] . Tweed et al. [25] derive an expression for the user outage probability as a function of successive interference cancelation (SIC) error variance. This result is used to a robust joint resource allocation problem is formulated to minimize user transmit power subject to rate and outage constraints for power-restricted but high priority devices. Considering a stepped level back-off based power allocation, Zhang et al. [26] derive an expression for sum rate and outage probability for two-user uplink NOMA systems. The integration of NOMA concepts in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems can support extra users and enhance the performance gains compared with the existing MIMO-OMA schemes. Therefore, several allocation schemes have been suggested MIMO-NOMA for uplink channels. Aghdam et al. [27] propose a new method to achieve lower outage probability for cellular M2M communication system with the mmWave massive-MIMO-NOMA transmission scheme. Ding et al. [28] provide an overview on the latest progress of MIMO-NOMA and Cognitiveradio NOMA (CR-NOMA). To achieve the promised gains, the allowed users are usually grouped in clusters based on their propagation channel conditions, and different strategies have been proposed for cluster/group formation [27] , [29] [30] [31] . In [27] , a random paring scheme is introduced to reduce the overhead of the system and achieve the quality of service (QoS). Ali et al. [29] consider the channel gain difference among users to form clusters and optimize their respective power allocations to increase throughput. Cabrera and Vesilo [30] propose an enhanced K-means clustering algorithm accompanied by NOMA, where each strong channel gain device is allocated to the appropriate cluster as a cluster head to enhance the network sum throughput. Aghdam et al. [31] propose a random user grouping with optimal beamforming coefficients in mmWave MIMO-NOMA transmission systems to reduce the system overhead for massive MTCDs connection, where MTCDs are grouped according to their distances from BS. By adjusting the power allocation coefficient, the fairness between the users in a pair can be enhanced [32] - [33] . Furthermore, by using user pairing algorithm, the fairness among use pairs can be further prompted. Pischella and Ruyet [32] focus on clustering and resource block (RB) allocation in multi-carrier uplink networks using power-domain NOMA. The optimization objective is time-based proportional fairness. Hojeij et al. [33] propose a proportional fairness based joint power allocation and user scheduler algorithm.
Apart from system throughput, energy efficiency is also an important factor in NOMA. With the rise in desire for green communications in recent years, reducing energy consumption has become of prime importance for researchers, and 5G has also targeted energy efficiency as one of the major parameters to be achieved. Yang et al. [34] investigate an optimal power control and time scheduling scheme to achieve the optimal energy consumption for M2M communications with NOMA. Zeng et al. [35] propose an energy efficiency maximization problem for an uplink millimeter wave massive MIMO system with NOMA, and introduce an iterative algorithm to allocate the power for energy efficiency maximization. Gu et al. [36] study the power control for cognitive M2M communications underlaying cellular network, where MTCDs reuse the licensed spectrum of users in an opportunistic and fair manner. Yang et al. [37] study and compare two energy efficient resource allocation schemes with nonlinear energy harvesting and two different multiple access strategies, i.e., NOMA and time division multiple access (TDMA) for the cellular-enabled M2M network, where the energy consumption is reduced. Li and Gui [38] provide an energy-efficient resource allocation with hybrid TDMA-NOMA for cellular-enabled M2M networks, where MTCDs reuse the time slots of user equipments to further exploit the character of low power of MTCDs. Rozario and Hossain [39] apply k-mean clustering for machines as well as cluster head reselection method to balance the power consumption within the machines to increase their battery life. Alemaishat et al. [40] propose a joint sub-channel and power allocation algorithm for D2D communication based on NOMA to maximize the uplink energy efficiency and throughput of the mobile communication system. Na et al. [41] investigate a joint uplink and downlink power allocation scheme for IoT based on NOMA to improve the energy and spectrum utilization.
Different form the aforementioned studies which mainly focus on performance analysis of data transmission process, Liang et al. [42] propose a non-orthogonal random access (NORA) scheme based on SIC, which utilizes the spatial distribution of MTCDs to allow multiple devices to use the same RBs for preamble transmission. However, the analysis in these schemes are mostly based on the assumption that physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) resources are sufficient. Since the uplink available resources are limited. The more the PRACH resources allocated to alleviate preamble collision problem, the less the radio resources available for uplink data transmission. While if more RBs are allocated to PUSCH, preamble collision may be increased. Thereby, we propose a novel design of non-orthogonal random access and data transmission (NORA-DT) scheme for M2M communications in cellular networks, both the congestion in PRACH and data channels are emphasized.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we propose a hybrid non-orthogonal random access and data transmission (NORA-DT) scheme optimized for M2M communications, both the congestion in PRACH and data channels are emphasized. We investigate the performance of NORA-DT in terms of throughput, resource efficiency and energy efficiency. To provide comparisons, we consider two benchmarks, which are referred to as traditional orthogonal random access (ORA) and orthogonal random access and data transmission (ORA-DT) [43] . Simulation results show that compared with ORA and ORA-DT scheme, our NORA-DT scheme can significantly improve the system throughput, resource efficiency and energy efficiency performance. The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows.
1) To reduce the signaling overhead, we propose a novel design of a hybrid NORA-DT protocol. The access procedure is simplified by allowing multiple MTCDs to send data on the same PUSCH right after preamble transmission on the PRACH without explicitly establishing a connection. Furthermore, the cluster center MTCD transmits a extended preamble on behalf of the MTCDs in the same cluster for data transmission. By the extended preamble, BS can perfectly detect the preamble collisions in advance and schedules PUSCH only to the NOMA clusters without collision. Therefore, resources wasting can be avoided. 2) To guarantee that BS receives different received power of multiplex MTCDs, we introduce a power back-off scheme to adjust MTCDs' target arrived power. Firstly, for a given set of NOMA clusters, power back-off step size is introduced to adjust MTCD's target arrived power and control the order of interference cancelation (IC). Secondly, the closed-form solution for the relation of MTCD's transmission power is formulated. Then based on the relation of MTCD's transmission power, the MTCDs are clustered into a set of NOMA clusters. 3) Considering the high computational complexity in solving the energy efficient power allocation problem, we derive a closed-form formula for energy efficiency as functions of the center cluster MTCD's transmission power. Since the optimization problem for energy efficiency maximization is non-convex, difference of convex (DC) programming is used to resolve the energy efficient power allocation under the maximum transmission power constraints and minimum rate requirements at the MTCDs. Then the transmission power of other MTCDs in the same cluster can be obtained by the relation with the cluster center MTCD. 4) To improve the system throughput and resource efficiency, we propose a low-complexity adaptive resource allocation scheme based on device number intervals in NORA-DT. A reasonable resource tradeoff between PRACH and PUSCH is achieved, and the resource allocation between PRACH and PUSCH for any number of MTCDs can be derived from the resource allocation for these device number intervals. 5) The analytic model is validated by simulation results.
We demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve performance improvement in system throughput, resource efficiency and energy efficiency performance. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents system model and we provide a detailed description of the proposed hybrid NORA-DT protocol for M2M communications in section III. In section IV, we respectively analyze the system throughput and present the adaptive resource allocation scheme based on device number intervals for NORA-DT. The performance is evaluated in section V, and section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single-cell uplink transmission scenario. All the MTCDs and BS are equipped with a single antenna. The frequency resource is consist of K subchannels. The bandwidth of each subchannel is B. Denote k as index for the k-th subchannel, where k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K }. Assuming M MTCDs' signals transmit with different transmission power on the k-th subchannel simultaneously. Denote m as index for the m-th device where m ∈ M = {1, . . . , M }. Let s k,m be the m-th device's signal transmitted on the k-th subchannel with E s 2 k,m = 1. p k,m is the transmission power of the mth device on the k-th subchannel. The received signal at BS on the k-th subchannel is given by
where h k,m = g k,m l k,m is the channel coefficient of the k-th subchannel from the m-th device to BS, and where l k,m is the large-scale path loss, and g k,m is small-scale fading coefficient. n k is the additive white Gaussian noise observed at BS with the noise power spectral density N 0 .
To simplify the analysis, l k,m is modeled by Free-Space path loss model [44] , i.e., l k,m = √ G l λ 4πd k,m . Where G l is product of the transmit and receive antenna field radiation patterns in the line-of-sight (LOS) direction. λ is the signal weavelength and d k,m denotes the distance between the i-th device on the k-th subband and BS. Define g k,m as the Rayleigh fading channel gain of the k-th subchannel from the m-th device to BS. The probability density function (PDF) of g k,m 2 can be written as
where µ is is the variance of the normal distribution N (0, µ).
In uplink NOMA, SIC receiver is carried out at BS to split the overlapped signals [26] . The order of detection are usually based on the arrived power. Assuming before BS detects the m-th device's signal, it decodes the prior i-th (i < m) devices' signal first, then remove the signal from its observation, in a successive manner. However, the interference symbol from device i > m cannot be removed and will be treated as noise. Therefore, the received SINR of the m-th device on the k-th subchannel can be written as
where σ 2 k is the noise power on the k-th subchannel at BS, and σ 2 k = N 0 B. Denote R k,m as the achievable data rate of the m-th device on the k-th subchannel. R k,m is given by
1) POWER BACK-OFF SCHEME In this subsection, a power back-off scheme is adopted to guarantee that BS receives diverse received power of multiplex devices [26] . BS controls the order of detection by adjusting MTCD's target arrived power. In [26] , the performance of outage probability as well as the achievable sum data rate for uplink NOMA has been investigated. This paper mainly focuses on energy-efficient power allocation under minimum data rate and maximum transmission power constraints as an optimization problem for the data transmission process. In LTE systems, BS requires that the arrived power from different users equals the same target power to avoid inter-user interferences. The basic transmit power for the respective user is determined [45] . Define ρ k as the difference of received power at BS among multiplex devices. The target arrived power of the m-th device on the k-th NOMA set is p k,u − (m − 1) ρ k , where p k,u is the target arrived power of the first MTCD (i.e., the cluster center MTCD) in the k-th NOMA cluster. This design is beneficial to cancel the co-channel interferences successively. p k,m is expressed as
where ς k is the number of PUSCH RBs for the k-th NOMA cluster, PL k,m is the downlink path loss estimated by the mth device on the k-th NOMA cluster. The factor w denotes to compensate the path loss difference between downlink and uplink. Based on (5) , the difference between p k,m and p k,1 can be written in dB by
Given that x [dB] = 10log 10 x [watt], (6) can be expressed in watt by 10log 10 p k,m p k,1 = 10log 10 wPL k,m wPL k,1 − (m − 1) ρ k (7) pL k,m is modeled by Free-Space path loss model [44] . Therefore, the transmit power of the m-th MTCD on the k-th NOMA set is expressed by
For uplink NOMA, the key challenge is how BS derives diverse power among NOMA MTCDs as SIC receiver needs to separate them in power domain. MTCDs are needed to be ordered as SIC receiver needs to detect overlapped MTCDs in a successive manner. For SIC receiver, the order of detection are usually based on the arrived power, so BS controls the order of detection by adjusting MTCD's target arrived power. Fig. 1 illustrates a two-MTCD uplink NOMA cluster and gives the specific signal detecting process of SIC receiver. MTCD1 and MTCD2 experience channel gains of h k,1 and h k,2 , respectively, where p k,1 h k,1 2 > p k,2 h k,2 2 . The MTCD's signal with the higher arrived power is decoded first at BS. Before BS detects MTCD2's signal, it decodes MTCD1's signal first, then remove the signal from its observation, in a successive manner. However, the interference symbol from MTCD2 cannot be removed and will be treated as noise. Thus, the achievable data rate of MTCD1 depends on the interferences from MTCD2, whereas MTCD2 achieves an intra-cell interference-free data rate. Based on (8) and h k,m
When g k,m
In order to save MTCD's power consumption, the order of MTCDs could be based on the Rayleigh fading coefficient between MTCD and BS, i.e., the MTCD with a smaller Rayleigh fading coefficient would be assigned to a larger order, which means the corresponding target arrived power is smaller than other MTCDs. Therefore, M MTCDs are allocated on the k-th subchannel with order
2 ≥ · · · ≥ g k,M 2 (10)
In order to save MTCD's power consumption, the order of MTCDs could be based on the pathloss between MTCD and BS, i.e., the MTCD with a smaller Rayleigh fading channel gain would be assigned to a larger order, which means the corresponding target arrived power is smaller than other MTCDs.
2) MINIMUM DATA RATE CONSTRAINT
Our design is based on providing QoS guarantees that each device meets the corresponding minimum rate requirement.
Each device has a minimum data rate, denoted as Substituting (8) and h k,m
where m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
3) MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION POWER CONSTRAINT
Define p max k,m as the maximum transmission power of the m-th MTCD in the k-th NOMA cluster. Substituting (8) into p k,m ≤ p max k,m , we can get
III. NON-ORTHOGONAL RANDOM ACCESS AND DATA TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL
In this section, we introduce a new hybrid NORA-DT protocol for M2M communications. As Fig.2 shows, in our proposed protocol, we have five steps executed in sequence in each cycle, which are i) NOMA cluster establishment, ii) Preamble transmission, iii) Random access response (RAR), iv) Power back-off and data packet transmission, and v) SIC reception and acknowledge (ACK). From now on, we explain the above steps one by one.
A. NOMA CLUSTER ESTABLISHMENT
This step is to discover NOMA clusters and select the cluster center MTCDs. The number of NOMA clusters as well as the device clustering strategy will be discussed in this subsection. Different from traditional clustering strategy based on the distinct channel coefficients, the proposed device clustering algorithm utilize the information of channel coefficients, minimal data rate requirements and maximum transmission power constraints at the devices simultaneously. With the increase of the number of MTCDs, the available information of different MTCDs are more abundant, which is better for device clustering. We consider the wireless channels are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) block Rayleigh fading, which means the fading channel gain is constant during a frame. Assuming that perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at BS for each frame [46] . BS can use the CSI for NOMA cluster establishmen and power allocation. Then BS informs the configuration to cluster center MTCDs. Without loss of generality, the noise power on the k-th subchannel at BS is defined as σ 2 , the power back-off size on he k-th subchannel is ρ, and the target arrived power of the cluster center MTCD on the k-th subchannel is defined as p u . For the sake of notational simplicity, we define X(Y) as the Y-th element of X. The MTCDs clustering strategy is summarized in Algorithm 1, in which the following factors are considered. a) According to (10) , the order of SIC in NOMA is usually based on the descending order of the Rayleigh fading coefficient. The Rayleigh fading coefficients of q MTCDs are first arranged from large to small. b) As the Phase I shows, the devices can be clustered together if the channel conditions of the MTCDs belong to the condition of (13), which satisfies the transmission power constraints of each multiplexing MTCDs. c) As the Phase II shows, the devices can be clustered together if the channel conditions of the MTCDs belong to the condition of (12), which satisfies the data rate constraint of each multiplexing MTCD.
In Algorithm 1, the MTCD with the largest Rayleigh fading coefficient is selected as a cluster center MTCD, and Phase I-Phase II are used to judge whether other MTCDs can be assigned to a NOMA cluster with the cluster center MTCD. If these devices can be clustered together, from the remaining MTCDs after removing these devices, the MTCD with the largest Rayleigh fading channel coefficient is selected as the cluster center MTCD, and then judgment is made according to Phase I-Phase II. If clustering fails, from the remaining MTCDs after removing the MTCD with the largest Rayleigh fading channel coefficient, the MTCD with the largest Rayleigh fading channel coefficient is selected as the cluster center user, and the judgment is made according to the above process. By analogy, each NOMA cluster and cluster center MTCD can be identified. We can get the number of NOMA clusters u = k whenḠ = ∅.
B. PREAMBLE TRANSMISSION
The cluster center MTCD transmits not only preamble but also the identity (ID) information and a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) on PRACH. We assume MTCD ID and CRC are mapped to the same position in the guard band, and preamble sequences are still mapped to the central 839 random access channel (RACH) subcarriers. After that, the cluster center MTCD broadcasts its transmission power, the list of power back-off index and corresponding MTCDs identity to the non-cluster center MTCDs in the same cluster. The index of the transmitted preamble on PRACH is also attached. Non-cluster center MTCD checks if its MTCD identity is included in the list. If included, it goes to next step to receive RAR. Otherwise, it reattempts in the next RA cycle. Algorithm 1 Device Clustering Algorithm 1: Define G = G = |g 1 | 2 , |g 2 | 2 , . . . , g q 2 as the set of candidate devices' Rayleigh fading coefficient, where
as the set of above candidate devices' large scale fading coefficient, the minimal data rate and the maximum allowed transmission power, respectively. J = |G|. Initialize the number of NOMA clusters as k = 0. 2: whileḠ = ∅ do 3: k = k + 1. Initialize the number of multiplex devices in the k-th NOMA cluster as i = 0. Initialize the set of multiplex devices' Rayleigh fading coefficient, large scale fading coefficient and minimal data rate as
Initialize the transmission power of the cluster center MTCD as p 1 . s = 0.
4:
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while i < M do 6: for j = s + 1 to J do 7: if
break;
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12:
end if 13: end for 14: end while 15: PhaseII : 16: for m = 1 to M − 1 do 17: 
> p 1 (Based on (12)) then 19 :
20:
k . Go to 2.
22:
end if 23: end for 24: end while
The length of MTCD ID and the position of mapping subcarriers are predefined. The number of subcarriers which the spread MTCD ID occupies can be calculated as n sub = n ID ·F M , where n ID is the number of bits of MTCD ID, F is the spreading factor, and M is the modulation order. If the modulation mode is quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 4 bits of MTCD ID is spread by 2 bits of orthogonal code, then 4 subcarriers are needed for mapping (yellow part in Fig.3 ). However, if the modulation mode is 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16QAM), 8 bits of MTCD ID is spread by 16 bits of orthogonal code, 32 subcarriers for mapping. Given that there are only 25 subcarriers in guard band, the traditional area of guard band needs to be extended. Fig.3 shows the extension of guard band. The extension of guard band may impact the scheduling of PUSCH. However, in LTE systems, the subcarrier spacing for PRACH and PUSCH is 1.25kHz and 15kHz, respectively. In other words, the size of a PUSCH subcarrier can hold 12 PRACH subcarriers. It is expected the impact of extended guard band to PUSCH scheduling is limited since very fewer PUSCH subcarriers are served as PRACH guard band. For example, only 1 PUSCH subcarrier is sufficient to meet the requirement of 8 bits of MTCD ID with 16QAM modulation mode (the spreading factor is 16).
C. PREAMBLE DETECTION AND RAR TRANSMISSION
On receiving preambles on PRACH, BS first calculates the power delay profile (PDP) of a preamble to detect if this preamble is selected [43] . If this preamble is selected, BS decodes the MTCD ID to check if this selected preamble is collided. Given that every MTCD has a unique ID, when more than one cluster center MTCDs selects the same preamble and transmits their IDs on the same predefined subcarriers, BS cannot correctly decode MTCD ID because of the interferences. Thus, BS thinks that collisions happen and will not schedule PUSCH to this preamble. Therefore, resources wasting can be avoided. Upon correctly decoding MTCD ID, BS schedules PUSCH and sends corresponding RAR through downlink channel. Given all MTCDs in a NOMA cluster know the index of transmit preamble sequence, they are expected to receive the same RAR.
Code division multiple access (CDMA) is used to distinguish each MTCD, namely, the ID and CRC bits are encoded by gold sequence [47] . Denote a i (t) = ∞ n=0 a n g a (t − nT a ) as the ID of the i-th MTCD, where a n is bipolar information code, T a is the code element width, and g a is gate-function.
is the pseudo-random sequence of the i-th MTCD, where c n is spread code element, T c is the chip width, and g c is gate-function. The information of the i-th MTCD after spread spectrum modulation is
where d n = +1, a n = c n −1, a n = c n . Assuming there are I MTCDs that select the same preamble. Then the information of multi-MTCDs after spread spectrum modulation can be expressed as
Given that the transmission signal is modulated by BPSK, then
where w 0 is the carrier of the signal. For simplicity, the received signal at receiver through the channel can expressed as follows
where s I (t) is the desired signal, n I (t) is the channel noise, and s J (t) is the interference caused by multi-MTCD. Then, we use pseudo-random sequence c i (t) which is same to transmitter to do correlation dispreading.
where s
However, BS cannot decode a i (t) because of the interfer-
the MTCD ID can be decoded correctly only when i = j.
D. POWER BACK-OFF AND DATA PACKET TRANSMISSION
When the MTCD in a NOMA cluster receives RAR, it checks if the RAR message matches the preamble sequence sent by cluster center MTCD. Upon receiving a matching RAR, the MTCD adjusts the transmit power based on power back-off index and transmits data packet on the assigned subchannels.
1) ENERGY EFFICIENCY MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this subsection, we formulate the energy-efficient power allocation as an optimization problem for the data transmission process in NORA-DT scheme. We desire to maximize the energy efficiency while providing devices' QoS VOLUME 8, 2020 guarantees by finding the optimal power allocation. Energy efficiency (EE) is defined as the ratio of the achievable sum rate of the devices to the total power consumption, which is given by EE = K k=1 R k P k , where R k is the achievable sum rate of the devices on the k-th subchannel, and P k is the sum transmission power of the devices on the k-th subchannel. R k and P k can be written as
Since EE = K k=1 R k P k , we derive the optimal power allocation policy that maximizes the EE per NOMA cluster and in turn maximizes the overall system energy efficiency. Thereby, the EE maximization problem is formulated as
Based on the relation of device's transmission power in (8), R k P k is derived as the function of cluster center MTCD's transmission power, i.e., p k,1 . R k P k is shown at the top of next page. Constraint C 1 guarantees the power constraint of each device. Constraint C 2 ensures the minimum data rate requirement of each device. In order to use the DC programming approach, we can convert (22) , as shown at the bottom of this page, to DC representation that can be simply written by (23) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where
Note that the optimization problem in (23) is non-convex with respect to p k,1 . We can convert max R k P k to min − R k P k .
Thereby, the EE maximization problem is converted as min p k,1 f p k,1 − g p k,1 dp k,1 subject to:
The gradient of f p k,1 and g p k,1 is denoted by ∇f p k,1 and ∇g p k,1 , respectively. f p k,1 and g p k,1 are convex functions with respect to p k,1 because ∇ 2 f p k,1 > 0 and ∇ 2 g p k,1 > 0. Proposition 1 proves the quasi-convexity of f (pk,1) dp k,1 and g(p k,1) dp k,1 . Therefore, we can use the DC programming approach to realize energy-efficient power allocation. f (pk,1) dp k,1 and − g(p k,1) dp k,1 are quasi-concave. Inspired by [48] , we can prove Proposition 1 as follows.
Proof : Denote the τ -sublevel sets of function − f (pk,1) dp k,1 as
Based on the Proposition 1, − f (pk,1) dp k,1
is is strictly quasi-concave if and only if S τ is strictly convex for any τ . In this case, when τ < 0, there are no points satisfying − f (pk,1) dp k,1 = τ . Therefore, S τ is strictly convex when τ ≤ 0. When τ > 0, we can rewrite S τ as S τ = p k,1 > 0 dτ p k,1 + f p k,1 ≤ 0 . Since f p k,1 is strictly convex in p k,1 , S τ is therefore also strictly convex. Hence, 
− f (pk,1) dp k,1 and − g(p k,1) dp k,1 are strictly quasi-concave. Therefore, f (pk,1) dp k,1 and g(p k,1) dp k,1 are quasi-convex. The proposed power allocation algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. The function g(p k,1) dp k,1 can be approximated by its first-order Taylor expansion at p k,1 , set iteration number l = 0. The convex functions f (pk,1) dp k,1 and g(p k,1) dp k,1 . 3: Define convex approximation of q (l) p k,1 as
Solve min p k,1 q (l) p k,1 by convex programming solvers such as CVX [49] to obtain the optimal solution p opt k,1 .
5:
Set p is generated as the optimal solution at the last iteration.
Thus, we have f p
k,1 . As function g(p k,1) dp k,1 is convex, we have that g p k,1 dp k,1
k,1 at any p k,1 . Therefore, we derive that
. This implies that the objective value f (pk,1)−g(pk,1) dp k,1 is reduced after each iteration. In the algorithm, the iterative process is terminated when q p
≤ ε * , where ε * is a error tolerance parameter. Thus, the sequence of p (l) k,1 generated by Algorithm 2 is a Cauchy sequence. In addition, since the constraint set is compact, the sequence of always converges by Cauchy theorem [50] .
In the proposed energy efficient power allocation scheme, sophisticated calculations can be avoided. Since the closed-form solution for the relation of MTCD's transmission power is formulated in (8) , the transmission power of other MTCDs in a cluster can be achieved by the transmission power of the cluster center MTCD. Assuming the energy efficient power allocation for the cluster center MTCD is derived at L-th iteration. Then the energy efficient target arrived power of the cluster center MTCD is p ee k,u = p L k,1
The energy efficient target arrived power of the non-cluster center MTCDs are p ee k,u − (k − 1) ρ.
E. SIC RECEPTION AND ACK
BS already gets the number of multiplex MTCDs by distinguishing the preamble sub-subsets in step 3. As all subchannels are pairwise orthogonal, BS could decode messages from each subchannel independently. It performs SIC and decodes the data packets one by one. After that, BS sends the acknowledge message and corresponding MTCD identity via control channel.
IV. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS AND ADAPTIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION BASED ON DEVICE NUMBER INTERVALS A. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we analyze the throughput of the proposed scheme within a cycle. In a RA procedure, two uplink channels are required, i.e., PRACH for preamble transmission and PUSCH for data transmission. Since the uplink available resources are limited. The more the PRACH resources allocated to alleviate preamble collision problem, the less the radio resources available for uplink data transmission. While if more RBs are allocated to PUSCH, preamble collision may be increased. Therefore, the number of RBs allocated to PRACH and PUSCH will be discussed in this subsection. In LTE systems, a PRACH consists of 6 RBs in a subframe, which occupies 864 subcarriers [51] . As shown in Fig.4 , a periodic sequence of time-frequency resources called random access slots (RA slots) are reserved in the PRACH for preamble transmission. In time domain, the duration of RA slot depends on the preamble format. There are at least one RA slot per two LTE frames and at most ten RA slots per LTE frame [51] .
Assuming the total number of uplink RBs allocated to M2M communications is Q. We assume N RBs allocated to PRACH, and κ preambles constructed from per 6 RBs. Therefore, N p preambles can be constructed by N p = κN 6. Note that N is integral multiple of 6. Suppose BS schedules one PUSCH for fixed-size data packets transmission and the number of RBs constituting one PUSCH is ς , then the number of available PUSCH is (Q − N ) ς.
According to the hybrid NORA-DT protocol, each cluster center MTCD randomly selects one preamble from the N p preambles and transmits it on PRACH. Let B i denote the number of cluster center MTCDs which select the same preamble i. Assuming the number of cluster center MTCDs selecting a preamble follows the Poisson distribution 1 with mean u N p , where u is the number of NOMA clusters derived by device clustering algorithm. The probability that preamble i is selected by l cluster center MTCDs is
In NORA-DT scheme, due to the enhanced preamble transmission, preamble i is detected by BS if and only if one cluster center MTCD select the preamble i. Since the detection of different preambles is independent, the number of preambles that BS can detect follows a binomial distribution
where V one is the number of non-collision preambles, each of which is selected by only one cluster center MTCD in cycle. The expected number of non-collision preambles, denoted by E [V one ], is given by
If BS schedules subchannel for the non-collision preamble i, the NOMA cluster conduct the non-orthogonal RA and data transmission successfully. According to the hybrid NORA-DT protocol, BS schedules enough data channels for the preambles that each is selected by only one cluster center MTCD. Upon receiving a matching RAR, all the MTCDs in the same NOMA cluster adjust the transmit power based on power back-off index and transmit data packets on the assigned subchannels. Therefore, the system throughput is given by Basically, n has to be very large and p n has to be appropriately small. This is called the rare events limit because it can be interpreted as applying to the number of occurrences of a rare event in a very large population of individual or trails.
BS schedules data channels only for (Q − N ) ς preambles. The number of MTCDs that successfully transmit data packets is M times to the number of data channels. Let N * denote the number of PRACH RBs to minimize the gap between E [V one ] and (Q − N ) ς . N * is obtained by exhaustive attack algorithm as
When N > N * , B succ = (Q − N ) ς. Therefore, the throughput is given as
2) If d > 0, the throughput is given as
In this case, the optimal PRACH RBs is N * − 6 or N * by comparing u exp − 6µ κ(N * −6) with Q−N * ς , respectively. 3) If d < 0, the throughput is given as
In this case, the optimal PRACH RBs is N * or N * + 6 by comparing u exp − 6µ κN * with Q−(N * +6) ς , respectively.
B. ADAPTIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION BASED ON DEVICE NUMBER INTERVALS
From above, it can be seen that with change of u, N * is recalculated. If |d| > 0, u exp − 6µ κN and Q−N ς is further computed and compared when N is N * − 6 and N * + 6, respectively. To distinguish this solution from the proposed resource allocation scheme in this paper, we call this solution as reference scheme. Although the reference scheme realizes a resource trade-off between PRACH and PUSCH, the procedure is complicated. In order to improve the system throughput and reduce the computation of resource allocation, a computationally efficient adaptive resource allocation scheme is proposed in this subsection.
First, the value of u which satisfies d = 0 is derived as follows. Take both u = x m and N = N * = 6m into u exp − 6µ κN = Q−N ς , then we have
x m is formulated as
where W 0 is the principle branch of the lambert W-function, denotes the bottom integer function. When
. Therefore, when n = x m , d = 0, 6m RBs are allocated to PRACH. Then the RBs allocation between PRACH and PUSCH for any number of active MTCDs can be derived in Algorithm 3. 
the optimal number of PRACH RBs is 6m.
2) If u ∈ (0, x m+1 ), where m = Q 6 − 2, 6 (m + 1) RBs would be allocated to PRACH. Since when u = x m+1 , N * = Q − 6. With the decrease of u, N * is non-decreasing. Thereby, we have N * = Q−6 and d < 0 when u ∈ (0, x m+1 ). According to the reference scheme, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is Q − 6.
3
, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is N * +6 (see Appendix C for detail). If d > 0, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is N * − 6 (see Appendix C for detail).
In the proposed device number intervals based resource allocation, frequently calculations can be avoided. BS first learns the resource allocation for some device number intervals, then the resource allocation for any number of MTCDs is derived from those intervals.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the performance of the proposed NORA-DT scheme in terms of the system throughput, overall 6: 6m RBs are allocated to PRACH. 7: Q − 6m RBs are allocated to PUSCH. 8: end if 9: if u ∈ 0, x m b then 10: 6m b RBs are allocated to PRACH. Q − 6m b RBs are allocated to PUSCH. 11: end if 12: if u ∈ x m a , +∞ then 13: Calculate N * by (31) . d = u exp − 6µ κN * − Q−N * ς .
14:
if d < 0 then 15: N * + 6 RBs are allocated to PRACH. Q − (N * + 6) RBs are allocated to PUSCH. 16: end if 17: if d > 0 then 18: N * − 6 RBs are allocated to PRACH. Q − (N * − 6) RBs are allocated to PUSCH. 19: end if 20: end if resource efficiency, PUSCH resource efficiency and average EE. The simulation parameters are given in Table I . Average EE can be quantitatively measured by the bits of information reliably transferred to a receiver per unit consumed energy per unit bandwidth at the transmitter. The overall resource efficiency is defined as the number of RBs for successful RA and data transmission over the total number of RBs for M2M communications. The overall resource efficiency can be written as:
The PUSCH resource efficiency is defined as ratio between the number of PUSCH for successful accesses and the total number of available PUSCH. The PUSCH resource efficiency can be written as: Table II shows the device number intervals corresponding to different evaluation cycle size. The evaluation cycle size is integer multiples of the duration of RA cycle. Assuming the duration of RA cycle is 1ms. As the evaluation cycle size increases, the total number of RBs for M2M communications increases. m is obtained from Q ςκe −1 +6 ≤ m < Q 6 and x m is obtained from (36) . It can be seen that with the increase of Q, m and x m increase. We can also observe that the number of device number intervals, i.e., max (m) − min (m) + 1, is 5, 9, 21, 53 and 105, respectively. As Q increases, the number of device number intervals increases. Furthermore, if Q is a fixed value in each evaluation cycle, BS does not have to calculate and reserve the RBs allocation in every cycle, which realizes simpler hardware implementation. While in the reference scheme and scheme in ORA and ORA-DT, the RBs allocation for any number of MTCDs needs to be frequently calculated by BS in every cycle. Table III shows the device number intervals when Q = 60 for the evaluation cycle of 1 ms. It can be seen that for m = 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, x m is 6, 13, 20, 29 and 43, respectively. The device number intervals are (0, 6], (6, 13] , (13, 20] , (20, 29] , (29, 43] . The optimal number of RBs allocated to PRACH for these device number intervals are 54, 48, 42, 36, 30, respectively. Then the RBs allocation for any number of MTCDs can be known from the RBs allocation for these device number intervals. For example, if the number of active MTCDs in current cycle is 56, then the number of RBs allocated to PRACH and PUSCH is 30 and 30, respectively. While if the number of active MTCDs in next cycle is 34, then the number of RBs allocated to PRACH and PUSCH is 36 and 24, respectively. Fig.5 shows the number of PRACH RBs (i.e., N * ) to minimize the gap between the number of successful preamble transmission and the number of available PUSCH for different values of active MTCDs. The number of active MTCDs is denoted as u. We have 5 ≤ m ≤ 9 when Q = 60 for the evaluation cycle of 1 ms. It can be seen that with the increment of u, N * is non-increasing. While with the increment of x m , N * is decreased by 6 RBs. We can also observe that when x m+1 < u < x m+1 +x m 2 , N * = 6(m + 1). While when Fig.6 shows the comparison of the number of successful preamble transmission and the number of data channels Fig.7 shows the comparison of the system throughput in reference scheme, the number of successful preamble transmission when N * = 6m, and the number of data channels when N * = 6 (m + 1). Q = 60. In Fig.7 , u exp − µ κm is the number of successful preamble transmission when the number of RBs allocated to PRACH is 6m. Q−6(m+1) ς is the number of data channels when the number of RBs allocated to PRACH is 6 (m + 1). According to the analysis in reference scheme, when u ∈ (x m+1 , x m ), the optimal number of PRACH RBs is 6m or 6(m + 1) by comparing u exp − µ κm with Q−6(m+1) ς , respectively. As Fig.7 shows, the value of 27698 VOLUME 8, 2020 u exp − µ κm is larger than Q−6(m+1) ς when u ∈ (x m+1 , x m ). It means that the system throughput is maximum when 6m RBs are allocated to PRACH, which is conformed with the analysis in the proposed resource allocation scheme. Fig.8 shows the expected number of active MTCDs over 50 cycles. Let Q = 60. As Table III shows, the device number intervals are (0, 6], (6, 13] , (13, 20] , (20, 29] , (29, 43] . The optimal number of RBs allocated to PRACH for these device number intervals are 54, 48, 42, 36, 30, respectively. Other than reattempting MTCDs which failed in previous RA cycles, we assume new active MTCDs arrive at the system for transmitting data packets, and the number of new arriving MTCDs follows a Poisson distribution with mean λ. We define the number of active MTCDs in cycle t = 1 is u, and the new active MTCDs arrive in cycle t ≥ 2. 1) Let u = 40, λ=20. As Fig.8 shows, when t ≥ 3, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is 36, while the optimal number of PRACH RBs before cycle t = 3 is 30. 2) Let u = 60, λ=30. As Fig.8 shows, when t ≥ 7, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is 30, while the optimal number of PRACH RBs before cycle t = 7 is obtained by (31) . 3) Let u = 60, λ=10. As Fig.8 shows, when t ≥ 5, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is 48. When t = 4, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is 42. When t = 3, the optimal number of PRACH RBs is 36. While the optimal number of PRACH RBs before cycle t = 3 is obtained by (31) . From 1)-3), it can be seen that the optimal number of PRACH RBs is relative to the device number intervals but not to u, λ and cycle t. Therefore, upon the RBs allocation is determined and reserved by BS, BS does not have to calculate the RBs allocation in every cycle, the RBs allocation for any cycle can be fast known from BS. Fig.9 shows the system throughput of ORA, ORA-DT and NORA-DT for different number of active MTCDs. Theoretical analysis and simulation results are also compared. It can be seen that the system throughput of ORA first increases to its maximum and then drops greatly due to serious preamble collisions and unreasonable resource allocation between PRACH and PUSCH. The system throughput in ORA-DT first increases to its maximum and then achieve a stable level as the number of active MTCD increases.This is because the ACB scheme is incorporated to control the number of active MTCDs when the number of active MTCDs is higher than the optimal number of participating MTCDs, and the number of RBs allocated to PRACH and PUSCH is set to the same. In contrast, for the proposed NORA-DT procedure, the system throughput is obviously increased even when the number of active MTCDs is much higher. This is because with the increase of the number of MTCDs, the minimum data rate requirements and channel conditions of different MTCDs are more abundant. NOMA can effectively improve the connections by supporting more and more NOMA clusters.
In subsection IV-A, we assume the number of cluster center MTCDs selecting a preamble follows the Poisson distribution, the throughput function are derived on this assumption. To show that the Poisson assumption is acceptable, the system throughput of NORA-DT for different number of active MTCDs by analysis (i.e., the throughput function in section VI) and by simulation is presented in Fig.9 . Similarly, the system throughput of ORA and ORA-DT by analysis and by simulation is also provided. We present an example to illustrate how to obtain the simulation results. If there are κN 6 preambles are assigned for M2M communications, and u MTCDs randomly chooses a preamble out of these preambles. Denote i as index for the i-th preamble, where i ∈ 1, · · · , κN 6 , and B i as the number of MTCDs that select the preamble i. We can categorize each preamble i into the following three cases. 1) Idle preamble: B i =0, preamble i is not selected by any MTCD. 2) Collision preamble: B i ≥ 2, preamble i is selected by more than one MTCD. 3) Non-collision preamble: B i =1, preamble i is selected by only one MTCD. For each preamble i, if B i =1, let the number of non-collision preambles increases by one until all preambles are exhausted. Then the number of MTCDs that successfully transmit data packets is obtained by min n non−coll , (Q − N ) ς , where n non−coll is the number of all non-collision preambles, and (Q − N ) ς is the number of data channels. N is the number of RBs for the PRACH and the uplink data channels which can be obtained in advance by the proposed resource allocation scheme. It can be seen the system throughput by analysis agrees with the actual throughput obtained by simulation. Fig.10 compares the total resource efficiency in (37) among ORA, ORA-DT and NORA-DT for different number of active MTCDs. The overall resource efficiency for the traditional ORA is very low. When u = 50, the overall resource efficiency of ORA-DT and NORA-DT can reach 59% and 71%, respectively. The overall resource efficiency of NORA-DT is about 20% higher than that of ORA-DT. When u = 70, the overall resource efficiency of ORA-DT is still 59%. However, the overall resource efficiency of NORA-DT can reach 89%. The overall resource efficiency of NORA-DT is about 50% higher than that of ORA-DT. It can be concluded that as the number of active MTCDs increases, the overall resource efficiency is obviously improved in NORA-DT. Fig.11 compares the PUSCH resource efficiency in (38) among ORA, ORA-DT and NORA-DT for different number of active MTCDs. It is worth observing that in traditional ORA, the PUSCH resource efficiency is the same as overall resource efficiency. This is because the number of available preambles is the same with the number of available PUSCH, i.e., κN 6 = Q−N ς , then N = Q 1+ςκ / 6 . It can be seen that N is a fixed value according to different number of active MTCDs. The PUSCH resource efficiency in ORA-DT first decreases to its minimum. This is because as the number of active MTCDs increases, the probability of preamble collisions become larger. Since BS cannot detect the preamble collisions before scheduling PUSCH, more and more RBs are wasted on the collided PUSCH. And then the PUSCH resource efficiency in ORA-DT achieve a stable level as the number of active MTCD increases. This is because when the number of active MTCDs is higher than the optimal number of participating MTCDs, the system throughput in ORA-DT is constant, as is shown in Fig.9 . Besides, the RBs allocation between PRACH and PUSCH is the same as that when the number of active MTCDs equals the optimal number of participating MTCDs. In contrast, the proposed NORA-DT maintains a value of almost 200% even when the probability of preamble collisions increases. There are two reasons, one is due to the BS can perfectly detect the preamble collisions in advance and schedules PUSCH only to the NOMA clusters without collision, the other is that compared with the ORA and ORA-DT, two multiplexing MTCDs can transmit data packets simultaneously on the same PUSCH in NORA-DT. Fig. 12 shows the average EE among ORA, ORA-DT and NORA-DT corresponding to different cluster center MTCD's target arrived SNR for ρ = 5 dB, u = 80. As seen in the figures, the cluster center MTCD's target arrived SNR ranges from 0dB to 20dB, with a interval of 2dB. It can be found that as the cluster center MTCD's target arrived SNR increases, NORA-DT scheme has a significant improvement in energy efficiency compared with ORA and ORA-DT. When the cluster center MTCD' target arrived SNR is relatively small, ORA and ORA-DT has a higher energy efficiency than that of NORA-DT scheme. This is because the value of target arrived SNR is directly affected by the cluster center MTCD's target arrived power (i.e., p k,1 ). The target arrived SNR decreases as p k,1 decreases. When p k,1 is small, ORA and ORA-DT with only one MTCD sending data on the same channel resource is more likely to meet the devices's minimum data rate requirement and maximum transmission power. For NORA-DT with multiple devices sending data on the same channel resource, it is difficult to meet the minimum data rate requirements and maximum transmission power of all multiplexing devices. Fig.13 shows the average EE in NORA-DT corresponding to different cluster center MTCD's target arrived SNR for ρ = 3, 5 and 7dB. u = 20. As seen in this figure, the average EE first increases to its maximum and then obviously decreases as the cluster center MTCD's target arrived SNR increases. And we also observe that when the value of cluster center MTCD's target arrived SNR is less than 1dB, by increasing ρ the performance of the average EE decreases. This is because for NORA-DT with multiple devices sending data on the same channel resource, it is difficult to meet the minimum data rate requirements and maximum transmission power of all multiplexing devices. When the value of cluster center MTCD's target arrived SNR is more than 1dB, by increasing ρ the performance of the average EE increases. The reason is that for uplink, the power allocation strategy needs to ensure the difference of received power at BS among multiplex devices. As the difference (i.e., ρ) increases, the accuracy of SIC in decoding multiple MTCDs increases. ρ = 5 dB. As seen in this figure, for different number of active MTCDs, the average EE first increases to its maximum and then obviously decreases. The reason for the increase of average EE is that with the increase of the target arrived SNR of cluster center MTCD, the accuracy of SIC in decoding multiple MTCDs increases. The reason for the decrease of average EE is that with the increase of the target arrived SNR of cluster center MTCD, devices clustering and power allocation strategy are more difficult to meet the minimum data rate requirements and the maximum transmission power of all multiplexing MTCDs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a new hybrid NORA-DT scheme for M2M communications to resolve the excessive signalling overhead and resource allocation problems. A power back-off scheme based uplink NOMA transmission is introduced to adjust device's target arrived power, and the difference of transmission power among MTCDs is formulated. Based on the range of transmission power derived under the maximum transmission power constraints and minimum rate requirements at the MTCDs, the MTCDs are clustered into a set of NOMA clusters. A new hybrid NORA-DT protocol has been proposed to reduce excessive signalling overhead and improve resource efficiency, in which the cluster cluster center MTCD transmits a extended preamble on behalf of the MTCDs in a cluster on the PRACH for connection request. The BS can perfectly detect the preamble collisions in advance and schedules PUSCH only to the NOMA clusters without collision. Then the MTCDs in the same NOMA clusters transmit data packets right after preamble transmission on the PUSCH. An energy-efficient power allocation as an optimization problem of the cluster center MTCD's transmission power is formulated while providing devices' QoS guarantees. DC programming is used to transform the original non-convex problem for energy efficiency maximization to convex optimization problem. Then the transmission power of the cluster center MTCD is obtained by an iterative algorithm. By the relation with the cluster center MTCD, the transmission power of other MTCDs in a cluster can be also obtained. A computationally efficient adaptive resource allocation scheme has been proposed to maximize the M2M throughput and resource efficiency to resolve the congestion problem both in the PRACH and PUSCH. We have derived a closed-form analytic expression for the expected throughput and have obtained the optimal number of RBs allocated to PRACH and PUSCH for some device number intervals in advance, which avoids frequent computation. Simulation results show that the proposed NORA-DT scheme outperforms the conventional ORA and ORA-DT schemes in terms of the number of successful data packet transmissions, while guaranteeing good system's resource efficiency and energy efficiency performance.
APPENDIXES APPENDIX A
Let f (z) = ze z , z = f −1 (ze z ) = W (ze z ). As Fig.15 shows, the relation W is multivalued (except at 0) due to the function f is not injective. If we restrict attention to real-valued W , the complex variable z is then replaced by the real variable x, and the relation is defined only for x ≥ −1 e, and is double-valued on −1 e, 0 . The additional constraint W ≥ −1 defines a single-valued function W 0 (x). We have W 0 (0) = 0 and W 0 −1 e = −1. Therefore, −e KAIXUAN RONG received the Ph.D. degree in electronic circuit and systems from Xidian University, in 2016. He is currently a Senior Engineer with The 54th Research Institute of China Electronics Technology Group Corporation. His major research interests include joint channel estimation and joint detection, multicarrier transmission, channel coding, and multiple access.
